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Abstract
In this paper we discussed inference aspects of the skew—normal calibration compa—

rative models (SN-COM) following both; a classical and Bayesian approach, extending
the usual normal calibration comparative models (N‘CCM) in order to avoid data trans—

formation. To the proposed model we consider the maximum likelihood approach to
estimation via the EM—algorithm and derive the observed information matrix allowing

direct inference implementation, then we conduct the Bayesian approach via Markov

chain Monte Carlo procedure. The univariate skew—normal distribution that will be

used in this work was introduced by Sahu et al. (2003) which has a shape parameter

that defines the direction of the asymmetric of the distribution, usually called the skew—

ness parameter. Sahu’s skew—normaldistribution is attractive because estimation of the

skewness parameter does not present the same difficult as is the case with Azzalini’s

(1985) one The procedures are illustratedwith a numerical example.
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models; skewness; MCMC.
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1 Introduction
The development of parametric families and the study of their properties have ever been a

persistent theme of the statistical literature. A substantial part of the recent literature is bro—

adly related to the skew—normal distribution, which represents a superset of the normal family
and has a shape parameter that defines the direction of the asymmetry of the distribution.

Advantages of using such general structures, in practice, include easiness of interpretation, as

well as estimation efficiency. The main object of this paper is to consider estimation procedu-

res, by using the EM-algorithm and MCMC methodology, in comparative calibration models

where the main interest is to compare different ways of measuring the same unknown skewed

quantity :0 in a group of n experimental units. The proposed model (SN—COM) is an extension

of the one (N—CCM) originally proposed by Barnett (1969) and whose application has been

considered in several areas, especially in industry and biometry. Several other examples in

the medical area are reported in the literature specially in Kelly (1984, 1985), Chipkevitch

et al. (1996) and Lu et a1. (1997). Examples in agriculture are consider in Fuller (1987)

and in psychology and education in Dunn (1992), all those in a symmetric context. A via—

ble alternative is to try fitting an asymmetric—normal model, which has been the subject of

intense development in recent statistical literature. In this paper we use a real data studied
in Barnett (1969) where the variable of interest is not symmetrically distributed and it seem

better to fit a skew—normal calibration comparative model,

The model typically considered in the literature is defined as follows. Let x,- denotes the

true value of the unknown quantity corresponding to individual (sample unit) 2', and yij, the

measurement that follows by using instrument j. A model adequate for such situations and

that considering a linear relationship between yij and x,- is given (Barnett, 1969, Kimura,

1992) by 1),, = ozj + fljxi + Eij. The measurement errors 6,, are assumed to be mutually

independent N1(0,d>j), and also independent of the true values 11,...,x,,, which are also

a random sample from a normal distribution with mean ,u, and variance (1): (Nd/1145;».

Specifically in this work, we extend this symmetric (normal) model by considering that the

unobserved quantity Jr, (and consequentially the observed quantities) follow a skew-normal

distribution. An interesting results of this work is that closed form expressions are obtained

for all the proposed procedures, namely, the equations in the M-step of the ISM-algorithm,



the conditional posterior distributions in the Gibbs sampler and also an analytical expression
for the observed information matrix.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the skew—normal distribution is reviwed in

a univariate context, with discussion of some of its properties. In Section 3 we present the

asymmetric model, the marginal likelihood function of the observed data is derived in closed

form and then the score function and the observed information matrix are also obtained. In

Section 4 an EM—type algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation is developed by exploring
statistical properties of the proposed model. In Section 5 a Bayesian method is considered for

SN-CCM, including a discussion of model choice via a Bayes factor approach. Finally, Section

6 gives an applications to a real data set previously analyzed in the literature, including a

comparison between the normal and skew—normal COM.

2 The univariate skew—normal distribution
As considered in Sahu et a1. (2003), a random variable Z is a skew-normal with location

parameter u, scale parameter 02 and skewness parameter A, if the density function of Z is

given by

fz(Z) =mew + Win (3%). (1)

where c31(.|a,b2) and d>1(.la,b2) denote, respectively, the p.d.f. and c.d.f of the N1(a,b2).

When a = 0 and b = 1 we denoted these functions by ¢1(.) and CI>1(.), respectively. We

use the notation Z N SN1(p,,c72, A) to denote this class of distribution, that will be reduced

to SN1(/\) when it is assumed that p = 0 and a2 = 1. The stochastic representation of a
skew—normal random variable, which can be used to simulate quickly pseudo realizations from

SN1(a,ag,/\), is given by
Z 2 AlXal + X1, (2)

where Xa ~ N1(0, 1) and X1 ~ N1(p,a2). It follows that the 3N1 distribution is unimodal

and if /\ < 0 the distribution has a negative skewness and if A > 0 the skewness is positive. In

Figure 1, we illustrate the asymmetric shape of the SN1(0, 02, A) for different values of 02 and

A. Note that these densities can be strongly asymmetric depending on suitable choices of the

parameters /\. Some important properties of a random variable Z ~ SN1(/.L, 0‘2,/\) include:



Figure 1: Some members of the SN1(0,U2, A) for /\ = 0,1.5,2,-—2. (a) 0’2 = 0.25 and (b) a2 : 0.5.
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(P1) E[Z] = ,u + fix, Var[Z] = a? + (1 — %)/\2 and

2
E[Z3] = 3;;(02 + A2) + #3 + \/;A(307 + 2A2 + 3,112).

(P2) The skewness and kurtosis indices are, respectively, given by

*y : /\3\/g(: — 1) (0'2 + (1 — in?) _3/2, E = (8A4?) (U2 + (1 - in?) 4.

(P3) 7Z ~ SN1(M,0‘2,—)\).

(P4) Z N SN1(;1.,<72,/\) if and only if Z N SNA([.L,0'2 + ”CA/:7), where S'NA denotes the

skeanormal distribution introduced by Azzalini (1985)

(P5) Let 2;, . . . , Zn be a random sample from Z, then the moments estimator of u, (72 and A,

are, respectively, given by

_ 2 —1/6
1/3 4 4/3

~ = _ _ __ 3u 2 (W) mg L 1] , ()

= rare—e (3—1/3") ie—oi‘”?
x = ms/3[\/§<§-1>]_m, <5)

7 1 n 1 n
—2 1 n

—3
Vvlici'eZ:;;Z;,mg=;;(Zi—Z) andm3=;;(Z;—Z).
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(P6) The simpler form of Z, i.e, Z ~ SN1(/\) has some interesting properties, for instance,

(219— 1)!
E[Z2'°] : (1 +firm2-+1 _ (2k+1)! k j!(2)\)(2k)E[Z k 1- fowl—2kEmand

(1+ )3) —A‘/1 + A2
P(Z g z) = 2<I>2(W|O,Q), with w = (z, 0)T, $2 =

—,\\/1 + )3 (1+ A2)

E'om (P1) it can be seen that the skewness parameter is always finite, this not is the
case with Azzalini's skew—normal distribution for which estimation of the parameters is not

a trivial problem, Despite its nice properties, this skewvnormal family has some inferential

problems. For instance, can be shown that the observed information matrix is singular when

A=0.

3 The skew-normal calibration comparative model
As discussed in the introduction, the general comparative calibration model is defined by

considering that

W = a) + (3m + 6m (6)

2': 1, i . . ,n, j = 1, , , . ,p, with on = 0 and ,81 = 1, i.e., as in Barnett (1969) we are considering
the existence of a reference instrument (instrument 1) which makes unbiased measurement

The situation where x,-
3'3} SN1(,uI,q$I,/\I) and e“-

1151 N1(0,¢j), with x,- independent of 6,],
i = 1, . i i ,7'L, j 2 1, . . . ,p will be called of SN—CCM. Since x,- is considered as a random varia-

ble, the model we consider is a structuralmodel (Bolfarine and Galea—Rojas, 1995). The above

model consider, for instance, that in the case of Barnett’s (1969) data set, vital capacity is not

symmetrically distributed in the population. On the other hand, the errors 6,], are related to

measurement errors so that it reasonable to expected them to be normally distributed. The

asymmetric parameter A; incorporates asymmetry in the latent variable x, and consequently

in the observed quantities y,j. If A; = 0, then the asymmetric model reduces to the normal

calibration comparative model (N-CCM) considered in Barnett (1969) which has been exten—

sively treated in the literature.



Lettingyi:(yi1)-"7yiP)T!a = (OraT)T = (0,02, ' ' ' rap)T 7 b =(1116T)T = (12/62:- ‘ - ’flP)T

and 6i : (El-1,. , , ,cip)T, this model can be written in matrix form as

3’1 =a+b$i+€iy (7)

where
ad n-

ell ~ Np(0,D(¢)) and at ~d momma), <8)

i = 1, . i . ,n, with D(¢>) : diag(¢) and (j) = (451, . . . ,gbp). Note from (2) that the regression

set up defined in (7)-(8) can be written hierarchically as

ind
yi l m N Np(a+bxi,D(¢))7 (9)

x,- I n = t.- 1“ month-m), (10)

11 “~" HN1(0,1), (11)

i = 1, . . . ,7’L, all independent, where HN1(01 1) denote the standardized univariate half—normal

distribution (Johnson et al., 1994). Integrating out the 1:3 it follows that the marginal distri—

bution for the responses yi is given by

ng<Yi|6) = 2¢P(inI-‘32)¢1(Azai)v (12)

where u : a + by E = D(¢>) + ¢ bbT A =Lh— ar = bTD_1(d>)(y- — p)I) C 7 I my 1 7

AI = (rte—1+bTD’1(¢:)b)‘1 = 5‘:— with ¢vc = ¢I+,\§, c =1+¢chD‘1(¢)band i = 1, . . . ,n.
Notice that the marginal distribution in (12) is in the class of fundamental skew—normal

distributions introduced by Arellano—Valle and Genton (2005). The log-likelihoodfunction for

0 = (nuaTuflT, (1),, 4.5T, AI)T given the observed sample y = (yir, . . . ,y;)T is given by

5(9) = 231(9), (13)

l lwhere Z40) : log(2) ~ (12/2) log(27r)— 2 log |2| — 5di+108(Ki) with di = (yi—;1.)T)3_1(yi —/,L)

and K7: : (l>1(AIa,-),i=1,..i,n.



3.1 The score function and the observed information matrix

Asymptotic standard errors for parameters can be calculated by inverting the expected or
observed information matrix. Many authors prefer to use the observed information matrix.

In the following we indicating how to compute the score vector and the observed information

matrix Thus, from (13) follows that the score function is of the form

€(9
U(0 _—6——)( =Z(we (14)

_6*E)€i(9)_ .
T T

_

T
, .

TWhere U‘L( )_ 80 " (Ut(fi) 7Ui(a) :Uz(¢) 1Ui(/‘LI)7 Ul(¢I)7Ul()‘I)) and

_ 8M9) _ laloglEl ladi Bai 8AU107) —
6‘7

— 5 8'7 267 +W¢1(Ara1) AI—za—7 +a’ai 8'7 1 (15)

i: 1,. . . ,n, with W¢1(u)= ¢1(u)/<I>1(u), u E R, '1 = flat, (1’: #1, 4511A z:

The matrix of second derivatives with respect to 9 is given by

6240) " (am-(0)L 9 = ——-——— = —. 16( ) aeaoT 2:1: aaaoT ( )

It follows from (15) that the observed, per element, information matrix is given by

6261(9)
]J,- = —L,~ 9 — -— , 17< > [ WW

< )

.
028i _ 182 log '2' 1 (92m 82logK1- ,Whele

ayaTT _ ‘5 B—yB-rT ' 567375 + (978TT ’ ““1

8210g1(i 0A1 aai 32m- Bai 3A,; 32A:
avaTT ‘ W‘HMIWMa (W ”:4061'T +Ear;+ alB’Ya‘rT]

6ai+ 3_Tai++A¢1(Aza€)lA13—7+ £14“1— 046T
a—‘ATl

A4,)(u) = W‘glm) = —W¢,(u)(u + W¢1(u)), u 6 IR and 7,1‘ = flu, q), #1, $1,)‘I. Closed

form expressions for the derivatives above are given in the Appendix.
In the next section we discuss the MLE of the parameters vector 9 for SN»CCM using the

EM algorithm.

4 lVIaximum likelihood estimation
Let y =(y1T,..i,yl)T,x = (21,. . . ,xn)T and t = (151,. . .,t,.)T. In the following we implement
the EM algorithm for the structural SN—CCM using double augmentation, by considering that
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(x,t) are missing data. Thus, under the hierarchical representation (9)—(11) it follows that
the complete log-likelihood function associated with (y,x, t) is

65(01y,x,t)=—glog|D(¢)]——Z(y—a—bz¢)TD'1(¢)(y-—a~bxi)
n

Znn— m — Art-)2 + c. (18)
i—l

n 1

‘5 10g<¢r)_
2%:

where c is a constant that is independent of the parameter vector 9r

Letting a. = Ewe = 5m], $2,. = E[x§|0 = ayi], E- : mile = ayi], $21. = E[t§]0 =
@,y;] and Eu 2 E [22:51“? = ayi], we obtain using double conditional expectations and the

moments of the truncated normal distributions (Johnson et 3.1., 1994, Section 10.1) that

A #714 Ati = ,LtTi‘l-Wq) 7'MT,AMT)

t2; = fit+m+wt<i§fiflm
A

T
55 = 7”} + Etiv

£21: fiz+fi+2fi §E+39t3i, and

25321- : fifi+§t3i (19)

whereW» (u )=<z> u)/<I>L(u)M117% -—[1+ngT(D(<Tb)+$IBBT)-‘B]‘11Mn = AIWBVDWH
Jammy -—a—haw =¢zu+$IBTD<¢ism-1, ? = fiz+fiBTD-1<$)<yi—a—Sfiz>

and E: XI(1~ T21bTD' (¢)b)-
Using a simple algebra we find that

A nE[€c(0|y,x,t)lyy9l = ~§log|D(¢>)l
1" “.T ‘1 ._ _ A, _l T —1

n
*2,_A2_§;(yz a bx,)D (¢)(yr a ban) 2bD (4313211551 731')

2¢ Zfiwiwifii~2Eiuz—2EtiA,+2AIuIE-)+c. (20)
Ii=1

£10m) —

We then have the following EM algorithm:

E-step: Given 0 = 5, compute a, t3“ 3-, x3,- and 1:711- for i = 17 . . . ,n, using (19)



M-step: Update 6 by maximizing E[€c(0|y,x7 t)|y,§] over 0, which leads to

09' : Iii—331': i=2:-~-,;0,
A TL. 5i €'__' .a = weflwm,21:1 2521' ‘ ”(55V

1 "
A A

(1’1 : 5 2011-21 — 211'in + 3921)»

‘=1

1
I“

A
¢j : E Ziggy + 092' + {33521 - Qajyij — 2yijlgj§i + 2&j/3j55i),

1 n
AA: = — Az' — A1151

1u n EVE
)

1 " A A A A
(151 = — :(fli + [12+ Aita — 211131- — 2Aztzi + 2Azprti), and

n i=1

A n tAi_ 1E
,\ 21:15: {Ell ), (21)

1:1 1'

where 37]: ~Zyij,x—— —;x1 andj—— 2,.

Sta1ting values we often Chosen to be the corresponding estimates under a normal assump-
tion, where the starting values for the asymmetric parameters are set to be 0 and as recommen—

ded in the literature, it is useful to run the EM-algorithm severaltimes with different starting
values. Following Arellano~Valle et al. (2005a) we also propose selecting the best fit by ins-

pection of information criteria such as Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC, —£(§)/N+ P/N)7
Schawarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, —€(5)/N+0.5 log(N)P/N)7 and theHannah-
Quinn C1ite1ion (HQ, ~Z((6)/N+log(log(N ))P/N), where P is the number of free parameters
in the model and N : p X n. This approach can be used in practice to select between N-CCM

and SN—CCM fits. Note that if AI = 0 the M-step equations reduce to the equations given by
Bolfarine and Galea—Rojas (1995).

5 Bayesian analysis
An integral part of Bayesian analysis is the assignment of prior distributions to all unknowns

in the model. In order to guarantee proper posteriors, we adopt proper priors with known

hyper-parameters, Thus, we take a normal prior distribution for the elements in [9 and or,



with densities function given by

”(fijlflfifljg) (X exp {—51%(161 _ #102}!

1
.”(Org-litmai)0<€XP{-ZT§(aj-Ma)2}, a =2,...,p.

The scales parameters ¢j are taken to be IG(%, %) (inverse gamma) with densities functions

1 12‘“ T
7r --re,Te o: — ex ——e

, '=1,H.,.<th > (,5) p{ 2%} a p
.7

given by

The family of prior distributions for the parameters of the latent variable pr, (:3: and A1

were chosen mainly for computational simplicity. Thus, we use, respectively, the normal, the
inverse gamma and the truncated normal distributions with densities functions, respectively,

given by

2 1 2”(mlwl 0< exp —W(Mz—§) ,

1 3‘“ T1
7r 1cTI,TI (x — ex —— ,(¢l ) (4,) p{ 2%}

and

1
”(Azlflxvf’i) EX eXP {—fiO‘z — HAY} H{A1>0}-

“A

where ll”) is the indicator of A. Similar prior distribution for A, can be defined in the situation

where we have negative skewness.

Assuming prior independence among the parameters, let 77(6) denote a prior distribution
for 0 = (/JmaTfiTflx, ¢T./\:)T, With

11

77(0) 0( H (7(fljll‘fii0123)7T(ajl/‘arac2x)7r(¢il7'eaTe» ”(#Ilgr 1/2)7T(¢1IT1, T1)7T()\zlll/\,0,2\)y
1:1

then from the hierarchical representation given in (9)—(11) thejoin density of0, y = (fl, . . . ,yI)T,
x = (x1, . . . ,x,,)T and t = (t1, . . . ,tm)T, is proportional to

7r(9)11 ¢p(yila + bin, D(¢))¢1($rluz + Aiti7¢r)¢1(til071)]I(tz>0}' (2?)
i=1

Distribution (22) is not tractable analytically but MCMC methods such as the Gibbs

sampler, can be used to draw samples, from which features of marginal posterior distributions

10



of interest can be. inferred. In situations where those distributions are simple to sample from,

as in the present case, the approach is easily implemented. In other situations, the more
complex Metropolis-Hastings approach needs to be considered (see Gamerman, 1997). All the
full conditional distributions required to implement the Gibbs sampler are straightforward to
derive by working the complete joint posterior using, for example, Lemma 2 in Arellano—Valle

et al. (2005a). These have closed form and are given by

fijl...~N1(AEjl<pgj,AEjl), j=2,...,p, (23)

.
1 2”— $2 #15 2-". (yr ‘01')975w1thA :—+ l‘11and ,=—--+————’—1’ J

;fl; 0% ¢j
9013,

0% ¢j

aj|m N N1(A;,-1<Pa,yA;j1)g j= 2:' - - :17: (24)

.
1 n Ma Ell—dye — 5m)thAfl.:— *cdwz— ;-—jw1 j Ug+jmntp1 02+ $1

Pal-u N N1(A;21(sz:A;zl)i (25)
141

1' — Art:with AM : %+ $1 and so”: = %+Z‘=—1(:-—l;

/\:|~- ~ N1(AI,1<PA,,AI,1)H{A,>0}, (25)

1 Z”— t? MA 27-}— (Ii 'l‘z)tiwithA =—+;1—‘and z=—+“1—;A‘ 03 ah W 03 d):

Te + 71 Te + ELKW “ “j — 317502)
7

- ~ '=1 ' 27¢Jl~~ IG( 2 2 ,J 7 717, ( )

z T: 1 5— I—Axti 2

¢I|_,,~IG(T2J7LI—l(12_“__)); (28)

xil...~N1(<pzi,A;1), i=1....,n, (29)

with AI = C)i+ bTD-l(¢)b and on = p, + Axti + A;1bD-1(¢>) (yr — a — 1301.: + Art»);
I

til“. ~ N1(At‘1<pti,A;l)ll{,i>o), i=1,...,n, (30)

A2
x /\z

with A; = 1+ ¢—
and «pg = —(a:i —- pr);

11



nThe notation ”fij|... is used to denote the conditional distribution of fij, j = 2,...,p,
given all the other parameters and similarly for all the other conditional distributions. The

algorithm starts with initial values for all variables considered and cycles, generating samples
from the above conditional distributions, until convergence, which can be verified using the

approach developed by Gelman and Rubin (1992), for example, which requires running several

parallel chains.

5.1 Bayesian model choice

Model determination is a fundamental issue in statistics. The literature on the model asses-

sment or checking and model selection presents many approaches, beginning with the Bayes

factor approach Several modifications of the Bayes factor are presented in the literature (see

for example, Aitkin, 1981; Berger and Perichi, 1996). Geisser and Eddy (1979) took a pre-

dictive approach based on cross validation methods to obtain the pseudo—Bayes factor. This

approach is described next.

Consider a choice between two parametric models denoted by the joint density f (t; 0,1, M,)

or the likelihood function L(0,-;t, Mi), 2' = 1,2 Suppose that wi is the prior probability of

selecting the model M,- 2' = 1, 2 and f(thi) is the predictive distribution for the model Mi,

that is,

f(the) = /f(t19.,M.~>rr<eiM.~)da (31)

where 7r(6,|M,) is the prior distribution under model Mi. If to denotes the observed data, then

we choose the model yielding the larger m,f (tolMi).
Often we set w, : 0,5, 2' = 1, 2 and compute the Bayes factor of the [VII with respect to

M2 as
f (t0|M1)=_, 32
f(to|M.-)

( )

The predictive distribution (31) can be approximated by its Monte Carlo estimate using S

Bl?

generated samples from the prior density 7r(9,-|M,—) that is,

. 1 S
f<tIM.-) = g2 and”. M.) (33)

5:]

where 65‘s) denotes the vector for 0,1 draw in the sth sample. Some modifications of the estimate

(35) for the predictive density are proposed in the literature (see, e.g. Newton and Raptery,

12



1994; Gell’uud and Day, 1994). For the model selection we could also consider the conditional

predictive ordinate (CPO) (see, e.g. Gelfand and Dey, 1994), given by

tltM)—/f(tl0utr)ynr1m)(9|t Made.- <34)

Where t(1‘) : (tll'"7t7'—17tr+17"'1tn)'

Using the generated Gibbs samples, equation (34) can be approximated by its Monte Carlo

estimate,

S. 1 5felth.) = g Emmett): K M.) (35)
5:1

where 053) denotes the vector for 9,- draw in the sth Gibbs sample. We can use the obtained

estimates cr(l) = f(t,.|t(,)M,-) in model selection. In this way, we consider plots of c,(l) versus
7" (r = 1, , . . ,n) for different models; large values (on average) indicate the better model. An

alternative is to choose the model for which C(l )= Z log(cr(l)) (1 index models). We choose

the model with the largest c(l) value Geisser and Eddy (1979) suggest that the product of the

predictive densities U f((t |t() M-) could be used1n model selection as a relative indicator.

If we have two models M1 and M2, we have the ratio, which is called the pseudo Bayes factor,

f1 mm).M)
PSBF——’j—. (36)

11:1 far |t(1')yM?)

as an approximation to the Bayes factor. Using samples generated by the MCMC process,

the pseudo Bayes factor (36) can be estimated by using equation (35).

6 Application to the Barnett data set
In this section we apply the methods developed earlier to the Barnett (1969) data set where

two instruments used for measuring the vital capacity of the human lung and operated by

skilled and unskilled operators were compared on a common group of 72 patients. We consider

the measurements divided by 100 in order to improve numerical stability. In the literature, a

data transformation was used to justify the use of the normal distribution (Bolfarine et a1.,

2002), the need for this can be seen in Figure 6. We compare N—CCM (extensively treated in

13



the literature), and SN-CCM fitting for this data set based on maximum likelihood estimation

and Bayesian methods.

004

Densnty
I \ /

0.02 I
_ X

10 20 30 40

0.00 L

Barnett data

Figure 2: Barnett Data set. Histogram with kernel density estimated to the observed measu—

rement.

In Table 1, we give the MLE of the parameters for the normal and skew-normal CCM.

Note that the A10, BIC and HQ values shown at the bottom of this table favor SN—CCM,

supporting the observed departure from normality. A conclusion in this direction is also

achieved by considering a parametric test for normality. The null hypothesis is A; = 0, and

the likelihood ratio test of this hypothesis has the tests statistic 9.1773 . The associated

critical level of X20) at 5% is 3.84.

The Bayes estimates were obtained using the software WinBUGS and the following inde—

pendent prior specifications:

aj ~ N(0,102), flj ~ N(O,102), j = 2,3,4, ¢j ~ IG(0.01,0r01), j = 1, . . . ,4,

#1 ~ N(0,102), it»: ~ 10(0.01,0.01), A; ~ N(0,102)]Im>0).

Considering different initial values, two parallel independent runs of the Gibbs sampler chain
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with size 30000 were run for each parameter, discarding the first 10000 iterations. To eliminate

the effect of the initial values and to avoid correlation problems, we considered a spacing of

size 10, obtaining a sample of size 2000 from each chain. To monitor the convergence of the

Gibbs samples we used the between and within sequence information, following the approach

developed in Gelman and Rubin (1992) to obtain the potential scale reduction ,
R. In all

cases, these values were close to one, indicating the convergence of the chain. In order to

compare estimates with the N—CCM fit (A, = 0), In Table 2 we report posterior summaries
for the parameters of the N—CCM and SN—CCM.

We also have be used some existing Bayesian measures of fit such as the DIC (deviance

information criterion) as described in Spiegelhalter et al. (2002). In Table 2 we present
estimates for DIC based on the simulated Gibbs samples. Note that SN—CCM is the best

model based on the DIC criteria (smallest value). Further, it can be shown that the pseudo
Bayes factor (36), of the SN—CCM (M1) with respect to N—CCM (M2) is given by PSFB12 :
1.418572 X 1012, indicating strong support to the SN—CCM.

7 Conclusions

The paper considers an extension of the symmetric structural calibration comparative mo—

del by considering that the true covariate follows a skew—normal distribution. Inference

is approached via maximum likelihood and Bayesian methodology. Both approaches can

be computationally implemented by using simple and accessible software as R and Win-

BUGS. The model in Barnett (1969) is obtained as a special case. The result of this paper

can be extended in several directions. One possibility is to study hypothesis of the form

H1:82:,..:,6p7a2=...=ap=O,H2:02:...=fiporH3:a2:..,:ozp=0
by using likelihood ratio, score and Wald statistics test in order to compare the behavior of

these statistics test under the N—CCM and SN—CCM. The illustration show that the approach
improves Bayesian and maximum likelihood inferences under the incorrect structural N—CCM.
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Appendix : The observed information matrix in the skew-normal calibration
comparative model

In this appendix the observed information matrix is obtained for the SN-CCM. Using

the notation presented in Section 3, it follows from (15) and some results related to vector

derivatives (see N61, 1980) that U,-(0), i = 1,. . . ,n, have elements given by

810g|2[
6’1

= 0: 7—nya:
610 2 6 ‘8g",

'
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Table 1: Maximum likelihood estimation. Results of fitting normal and skew-normal cali-

bration comparative models (N—CCM and SN—CCM) to the Barnett data set. SE are the

estimated asymptotic standard errors based in the information matrix given in the Appendix
A.

N—CCM SN—CCM

Parameter Estimate SE Estimate SE

a2 -2.0447 1.0532 —2.0632 1.0463

523 —5.2857 1.2278 -5.2588 1.2340

044 —4.3726 1.2406 -4.3576 1.2438

[32 1.0597 0.0446 1.0605 0.0443

,83 1.1919 0.0521 1.1907 0.0523

[34 1.1306 0.0526 1.1300 0.0527

451 5.0247 1.0006 5.0392 0.9960

$2 1.9151 0.5846 1.7954 0.5800

¢3 2.9236 0.7893 3.0431 0.8102

$4 3.8845 0.8744 3.9345 0.8961

#1 22.4611 0.9008 13.0527 1.2596

03 53.3983 9.7174 5.1023 4.9130

/\1 — - 11.6979 1.5647

, log-likelihood 788.0931 783.5044

AIC 2.7781 2.7656

BIC 2.8544 2.8483

HQ 2.7726 2.7596
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Table 2: Posterior summaries results of fitting normal and skew—normal calibration compara—

tive models (N—CCM and SN-CCM) to the Barnett data set.

N—CCM SN—CCM

Parameter Mean Sd 2.5% 97.5% Mean Sd 2.5% 97.5%

mg —2.137 1.068 -4.322 —0.112 —2.288 1.033 —4.302 —0.338

a3 —5.373 1.254 —7.870 —2.960 -5.497 1.207 —7.935 —3.207

(1’4 -4.455 1.274 —7.085 —2.073 —4.55 1.246 —7.002 —2.102

,8; 1.064 0.045 0.976 1.155 1.071 0.044 0.988 1.157

53 1.196 0.053 1.095 1.155 1.202 0.052 1.103 1.308

04 1.135 0.055 1.034 1.244 1.139 0.053 1.036 1245

$1 5.317 1.103 3.542 7.872 5.360 1.103 3.601 7.911

(#2 1.988 0.655 0.877 3.405 1.827 0.634 0.708 3.249

$3 3.213 0.916 1.682 5.270 3.345 0.934 1.793 5.493

0'4 4.230 1.002 2.634 6.497 4.297 1.022 2.674 6.730

#1 22.450 0.911 20.690 24.240 12.370 1.274 10.450 15.190

032. 55.380 10.400 38.190 78.480 3.843 6.305 0.009 19.490

/\3; — — — — 12.390 1.742 9.136 16.030

DIC 2045.000 1967.000

CU) —1022.479 —994.498
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